Master Research Proposal
Topic

Which aspects of user guidance increase the intention for
personal (health) data sharing, taking privacy and acceptance
measures into account.

Background:

Studies suggest that there is a trade-off between system privacy and usability [1]. However,
there is limited research on privacy in conjunction with usability in mobile systems and most
especially in mHealth systems. Even though some external and influencing factors have
been researched in the literature, only few solutions have been provided to solve this issue.
Patient-centered health care information systems (PHSs) aim to give patients access to their
health information share it with other stakeholders for a common collaboration in care.
Benefits include the insight into patient-generated data and the combination of different
data sources. As summarized in [2], PHS can be implemented, using centralized databases,
distributed ledger technology or a peer-to-peer technology (P2P). In P2P PHSs all
endpoints (patients) have equal rights and responsibilities and are not further controlled by
a higher instance (e.g., server). This implies for new user management as new interaction
methods are possible.
The intention for personal health data sharing is complex and depends on various factors,
such as privacy perception of the users and the usability of the system [3], [4], [5].
This master thesis aims to investigate, how different components (e.g., chat, timeline, status,
requests, etc.) of user guidance influence (and increase) the intention for personal health
data sharing in a decentralized system. Therefore, a special focus will be directed towards
privacy and acceptance variables.

Research Questions (to be further defined and refined):
-

Which factors influence perceived privacy in decentralized health data systems?
Which user flow promotes the intention to share personal health data?

The proposed work consists of the following parts:
-

-

Literature research: identify relevant studies and researched evidence for the
intention of data sharing (focus on perceived privacy, usefulness, intention for data
sharing)
Conceptualize different user flows, taking the literature results into account: how
can patients be guided through the system,
Create corresponding user interfaces (focus on frontend), which can be connected
to a decentralized backend
Pilot Study: compare and evaluate the user interfaces regarding the intention for
data sharing; measure and consider privacy and acceptance measures

German native-level language proficiency is required for conducting the Pilot study.
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